MAY 24, 2017 – SANTA CLARA, CA

Built to Change Summit
#BuiltToChange17 #nobarriers

The Built to Change Summit brings together a small group
of the world’s most influential media and industry analysts
from key publications and firms, to hear from, and engage
with CA executive team members, product development
leadership and CA showcase customers and partners who
are changing their industries.
The experience provides insight and deep exposure to the
“new” CA – a modern software factory navigating and
helping customers address key industry trends, including
guidance for a blueprint that accelerates transformation.
9:35 – 9:50 AM PST

Welcome and Opening

Ayman Sayed
Otto Berkes

10:00 AM – 12:05 PM PST

Showcase 1: Next-gen
Dev Practices, Tools and
Technologies

Angela Tucci,
Paul Pedrazzi,
Scott Morrison,
Joe Farrell, CEO, BiTE Interactive

Today’s agile business is built on a modern application
architecture with Microservices and APIs. See why speed equals
quality – via a secure collaboration app built, in just weeks, by one
of the industry’s top mobile shops. And see how backend
Microservice and APIs can be created and published in minutes,
ready for a mobile developer hand-off to add the finishing touches
for a 5-star app

Showcase 2: Apps that
Build and Fix Themselves

Jeff Scheaffer,
Margaret Lee,
Sushil Kumar,
Aruna Ravichandran
John Hashimoto, VP Digital, CNN

See zero-touch workflow from planning to production in action!
CA Continuous Delivery Director is a powerful, toolchain-agnostic
solution that enables organizations of any size, complexity, and
budget to eliminate spreadsheets, automate test processes
and continually improve continuous delivery.

Showcase 3: Back to the Future
With Automation and Machine
Learning

Todd DeLaughter

Delivering a superior customer experience at scale is critical not
only to a company’s growth but to its survival. To meet this
challenge and ensure operational excellence, organizations are
increasingly turning to predictive operations and intelligent
automation. See how CA’s innovations in machine learning and
automation are meeting these customer challenges today and are
enabling the hyperscale architectures of tomorrow.

Showcase 4: CA Accelerator
and The Future of Analytics

Showcase 5: Modernizing
Security: The Users and
The Apps

Ashok Reddy

Otto Berkes,
Joav Bally
Larry Aidem, President & CEO, Fandor

Mo Rosen
Sam King

Using holographic technology, navigate through a virtual 3D data
center to discover and solve problems in near real time using CA’s
advanced analytics engine.

See how CA uniquely delivers a complete, cloud-based identity
lifecycle solution integrated with privileged access management
and application security testing to reduce security code defects
and risks.

12:10 – 12:20 PM PST

Closing/Wrap Up

Ayman Sayed
Otto Berkes

Can’t make it? Catch the Facebook Live stream
(May 24 from 9:30 AM – 12:30 PM PST).

For more information contact:
Hannah.Cho@ca.com

